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	2016/11 New CCNA Cloud 210-451: Understanding Cisco Cloud Fundamentals Exam Questions Updated Today!Free Instant

Download 210-451 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 64Q&As from Braindump2go.com Today! 100% Real Exam Questions! 100%

Exam Pass Guaranteed!1.|2016/11 New 210-451 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 64Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/210-451.html 2.|2016/11 New 210-451 Exam Questions & Answers:

https://1drv.ms/f/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjgSFcK4DSmt6SufRx QUESTION 11VMware's ESXi Hypervisor is a Type-1 hypervisor. What

does this mean? A.    It should be placed first in your data center.B.    It runs a conventional operating system and abstracts the guest

operating system from its host system.C.    It should only be run in class 1 data centers with high availability.D.    It runs directly on

the host hardware to control and manage the guest operating systems. Answer: D QUESTION 12Where is the Hypervisor installed?

A.    Host operating systemB.    Guest operating systemC.    Control nodeD.    Computer node Answer: D QUESTION 13Which

description of Cisco vPath is true? A.    a protocol that provides end-to-end path assurance for Cloud-based systemsB.    an

embedded intelligence in Cisco VEM that provides abstracted control and forward plane functionalityC.    a service that provides

forwarding plane abstraction for inline redirection of traffic for vServicesD.    a vService that allows for security policy enforcement

through transparent bridging Answer: C QUESTION 14Which two technologies support running Linux and Windows virtual

machines? (Choose two.) A.    KVMB.    LXDC.    DockerD.    Microsoft Hyper-V Answer: AD QUESTION 15What best describes

server virtualization? A.    Server virtualization is the masking of server resources (including the number and identity of individual

physical servers, processors, and operating systems) from server users.B.    System virtualization is the use of software to allow a

piece of hardware to run multiple operating system images at the same time.C.    A method of combining the available resources in a

network by splitting up the available bandwidth into channels, each of which is independent from the others, and each of which can

be assigned (or reassigned) to a particular server or device in real time.D.    Pooling of physical storage from multiple network

storage devices into what appears to be a single storage device that is managed from a central console Answer: A QUESTION 16

What two protocols does a physical switch and Nexus 1000V support? (Choose two.) A.    MPLSB.    STPC.    ARPD.    CDP

Answer: CD QUESTION 17Which statement about the differences between vSwitch and DVS is true? A.    vSwitch supports

Spanning Tree Protocol.B.    DVS supports Spanning Tree Protocol.C.    vSwitch supports private VLAN.D.    DVS supports private

VLAN. Answer: D QUESTION 18Which protocol does Cisco Nexus 1000V use to provide flow redirection for vService

interaction? A.    OpFlexB.    vPathC.    FlexPathD.    VLAN bridging Answer: B QUESTION 19Which two descriptions of

VXLAN are true? (Choose two.) A.    The VXLAN Identifier space is 24 bits.B.    VXLAN uses the Internet Protocol as the

transport medium.C.    VXLAN adds 24 bytes of overhead to each packet.D.    VXLAN is primarily designed for small

environments. Answer: AB QUESTION 20Which type of zoning is represented?zone name zone1 vsan 10 member pwwn

20:00:00:55:a5:00:00:04 member pwwn50:00:d3:10:00:18:e1:05 member pwwn 50:00:d3:10:00:18:e1:06 A.    Single Initiator Multi

TargetB.    Multi Initiator Single TargetC.    Single Target Single InitiatorD.    Multi Initiator Multi Target Answer: A  
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